


Since its foundation was laid in 1958 by Metin Atabey Ata in a metal workshop 
in Sivas, Ersa has grown into one of Turkey’s most prominent furniture 
producers with innovative, high-quality products, exporting to 41 countries 
across the world. As the company continues to maintain its design and 
innovation focused growth year after year, Ersa celebrates its 60th 
anniversary with a product range developed for workspaces, and now 
enriched with furniture designed for living spaces.
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60 Years of Good Design
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Wooden Panel Production

Upholsted Production

Metal Production
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Ersa adopts a technological, innovative and environmentally friendly 
approach to production, and aims to offer innovations with high added 
value in all processes from raw materials to end products by investing in 
production as well as R&D and design capabilities. Having launched 
Turkey’s first R&D and Design Center in the office furniture industry in 
2017, Ersa carries out activities for the development and production of raw 
materials and semi-finished products to support innovative and 
technological design in the furniture industry. The Ersa Life series is 
distinguished by its aesthetics as well as materials, technical details and 
functionality. 
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 Ersa R&D + Design Team

Turkey’s first R&D and Design Center 
in the office furniture industry



Driven by its passion for good design since the very beginning, Ersa 
collaborates with numerous Turkish and international designers, and also 
offers designs by some of the leading brands to the Turkish market through 
global partnerships. As the winner of more than fifty prestigious local and 
international awards, Ersa believes in the power of good design and 
addresses design together with the idea behind it, developing and 
masterfully crafting products to offer users new and unique experiences 
beyond function. 
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50+ International 
Design Awards
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Since its foundation in 1958, Ersa offers services to a wide range of sectors 
including finance to health, education to community with an innovative and 
environmentalist approach. Having launched Turkey’s first R&D and 
Design Center in the office furniture industry in 2017, Ersa is the winner of 
more than fifty prestigious local and international awards by collaborating 
with numerous Turkish and international designers.

Work





Ersa draws inspiration from life itself for the new series, skillfully 
creating moments worth living. Ersa now brings its designs with 
uncompromising aesthetics and comfort to homes as products 
become life itself rather than a part of your living spaces. 

Welcome home. 

Life





Unique spaces created with high quality, comfort and style...

Contract





Government
In accordance with its quality and reliability principles, Ersa underlines 
comfort and aesthetics in the public enterprise's interiors.
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Health
Healthcare organizations focuses on human in every detail...
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Ersa offers innovative solutions with functional and ergonomic products in 
the finance and telecommunication sector.

Finance and
Telecommunication
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Analyzing client’s needs in the most appropriate way, Ersa offers unique 
spaces characterized by contrasts, harmony, and innovation.

Real Estate
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Having a distinctive design approach for any interior, Ersa creates 
contemporary education places inviting to discover more.

Education and Library





Erol Ata, the businessman, and collector, has a collection of more than 2100 
antique and rare time-pieces. The collection also features rings, breastpins, 
cuffs, and badges. Ata says “One must cover its expenses first and have 
enough time to have a timepiece collection.”

Erol Ata’s
Clock Room



Box in a Box Idea was born in 2011 as an architectural concept and has evolved 
into a different path, emerging from an idea to give a place to the interactive 
areas in the digital world. With the vision of being the biggest social platform 
to bring the designers together in 2012, BoxinaBoxIdea.com, the first social 
network special for the investors of Turkey, and Box in a Box Idea periodical 
were materialized. Embracing the different trends, Box in a Box Idea has 
supported the projects of music, photography, video installation; has allowed 
the self-development of the students and has created an area where the 
artists can express themselves. Bringing together the amateur and 
professional designers in every area ranging from architecture to industrial 
design, from graphic design to photography and music, Box in a Box Idea 
continues its journey with the aim of creating the biggest virtual design library 
of Turkey in the field of art and culture.

Box in a Box Idea



Under the umbrella of Box in a Box Idea, Ersa features precious works of the 
world literature for its annual notebook and calendar project. Starting in 2015, 
“The Little Prince", "Alice in Wonderland", "Sherlock Holmes” and “Peter 
Pan” became each year’s concept respectively and both notebook and 
calendar were presented with quotations from the book and different 
illustrations specially produced for each.

Notebook Project



Created for 2nd Istanbul Design Biennial, the project “Unrepeatable” aims to 
reveal professions which are tend to be forgotten performed in Anatolia. As a 
part of the theme of the biennial, the project inquiries the motto of “The future 
is not what used to be.”

Unrepeatable



Thank You

ersamobilya.com


